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Territorial attachment as a political issue : some reflections based on the anti- shale gas 

mobilization in Ardèche and its urban transposition 

 Résumé 
The anti- shale gas mobilisation in Ardèche revealed the attachment of the population to its territory
and established a peculiar space-time: that of the defence of this territory. The perspective of an 
ecological catastrophy and of radical change in everyday life fed an unreleased breadth 
mobilisation. We analysed and filmed this mobilisation with Brice Julien and Lucinda Groueff and 
we perceived this territorial attachment as a political issue as well as it revealed the appropriation of
the territory by its inhabitants. (See the video http://echolocate.wordpress.com/2012/01/05/no-
gazaran/ and the analysis http://www.mouvements.info/La-revolte-contre-l-extraction-des.html) 
We aimed to understand how appropriation and attachment to the territory can help the community 
in the energy transition process by establishing a new political situation, alternative to individual 
constraints programs. The energy transition process concerns the whole urban society. How could 
this exemple taken in a « rural » territory (this appelation will be discussed) feed the reflection on 
urban attachment ? Could these kind of emerging phenomena exist in an urbanised territory ? Even 
if the anti – shale gas mobilisation happened in all the Rhone-Alpes region, it was very weak in 
urban areas. Could the attachment to the environment in urban areas still be used to transform 
practices ? Are there emerging practices that could corroborate this thesis ? 

1) Description of the case study

Shale gas is natural, unconventional gas which started to be extracted less than ten years ago

in the United States thanks to a technique called hydraulic fracking, which consist in injecting a

fluid composed of water and chemical products into the ground at a high pressure to release the gas

contained into the rock. The environmental impact of this industry was revealed by a documentary

film made by Josh Fox called Gasland in 2010, a documentary based on the existing problems in

the US : contamination of ground water by the gas and other chemicals, pollution of the air and the

ground, health problems for the neighbours and contamination of the rivers from the fracking waste.

It needs an intense truck trafic and pipelines : it changes the landscape and changes rural lands into

industrialized countryside. 

In 2010, the french government gave many licences to some firms to explore the potential

ressources of shale gas in France (which covered at least a quarter of the territory mainly in the

South  East  and Bassin  Parisien).  The local  governments  (mayors,  department  council,  regional

council) concerned by the licences weren't consulted or even informed. 

In  the  beginning  of  2011,  when  some  environmental  organizations  and  political  parties

discovered the licences, a huge social mobilisation happened in Ardèche (south of France, in the

montains) against shale gas extraction projets, overwhelming the first organisers. In a few month, a

network of collectives organised a peaceful protest. Information meeting were full, stickers could be

seen all over the region, and a departmental protest gathered 15000 persons, which was unseen in
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this rural region. In each village a collective was settled, they federated into a departmental area

organization and exchanged with other organizations at a regional, national and international level. 

This mobilisation overwelmed all the expectations in terms of the kind and the number of

people involved. Most of them never were political activists, the weren't environmentalists. This

mobilization was very different from classical ones (organized by trade unions for social rights) and

was different from other environmental movements (against nuclear programs, GMO, for energetic

transition, etc). They gathered over the usual political divides (right or left, ecologists or others,

directors  of  small  firms  and  employees).  Most  of  them don't  have  the  same  views  about  the

ecological or energetic transition. The social movement is federated by the No against shale gas

projects and it is a fight for the territory as something common to all its inhabitants. There is also a

claim  for  an  other  kind  of  democracy :  the  movement  doesn't  have  a  leader,  there  are  only

spokesmen  that  don't  represent  the  collective.  They experiment  horizontal  democracy throught

decisions process and action. 

The  government  was  concerned  by the  mobilization :  it  didn't  stop  the  projects  or  the

licences but passed a law banning hydraulic fracking as a technique to explore or exploit the shale

gas ressources, which keeps the possibility open to use alternative techniques, « green technique »

to be discovered to exploit this ressource. The administration examined the licence holders project

and decided to cancel the licences in the Ardeche region during the fall, 2011 because it was the

most  strongly  opposed  region.  Other  licences  remain  in  other  regions.  One  of  the  strongest

argument of the opponents in Ardèche was the organization of a network able to block any truck

which would come in their territory for the gas industry. 

We made a video on this mobilization in august 2011 and interviewed some of its  keys

actors, to understand how come the mobilization is so strong in this region. What stroke us was the

emotional and affective dimensions of this mobilization : it was impulsed by the attachment of the

inhabitants to their territory and it was not limited to the question of roots ; we are going to describe

this  attachment  taking  into  account  the  aim  of  this  session :  the  question  of  changes  and  the

production of attachments ;

2) Attachment as a political stake : The attachment to the territory impulsing the no

- Answer to the question of this pannel ; The context is that of what is perceived by the inhabitants

as a risk of change of the territory : the gas extraction would have transformed the territory. The

strategy of blocking the trucks reveals that the territory, shared by the inhabitants in their everyday

life, is the aim of the struggle. The attachment is revealed and made visible by the mobilization : it

is what gives to the fight its legitimity. The exploitation of shale gas ressources is experienced as an
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agression  of  the  life  in  this  territory  (this  word  was  often  employed  by  the  activists).  The

mobilization established a peculiar space-time : that of the defence of the territory ; I would like to

give some precisions about this attachment because I wouldn't like to caricature it.

- The territory is not only perceived as an emplacement to defend against an invasion lead by some

foreign forces. It is not only an environmental question that is raised by the extraction of natural

ressources but local economy (based on tourism), agriculture, and a lot of local projects that aim at

sustainable development. The territory is not something that simply exist and has to be protected for

itself but something that has been built by its inhabitants through concrete projects and projections. 

- I mean by projection that the image of this territory is very important in the choice the people have

made to stay or to come, in a region where there are not a lot of jobs. This attachment is not a

question of roots : Ardèche is a place were a lot of people decide to come from other place (at a

national and european level). The quality of life is often given as a decisive point. The example of

resistance and protest taken from history were very often employed to explain why the protest was

so  strong  and  was  a  projection  of  this  history.  Ardèche  has  a  past  with  a  lot  of  example  of

resistance : protestants during the religious war that hide in the montains, second world war, the

proximity of the Larzac (1968 : this territory was blocked by a coalition of farmers and political

groups against the installation of a military camp). But history is not something that explain this

mobilization, the level of the mobilization being considered a a resurgence of this spirit of the place.

History is a ressource that the protagonists use to explain this still living attachment and goes with

their choice of life. 

- The population is not a community that is sticked together : a lot of people don't share the same

opinion, nor the same networks and attitudes. There are a lot of social antagonisms (for example

hunter against ecologists, farmers and tourists, people who live there all the year and those who

have a summerhouse, etc). What federate this movement is not a genuine community but the fact

that the territory is considered as a common good that has to be protected : this question is political.

The  attachment  of  the  population  of  this  territory is  grounded in  everyday life  and  individual

choices but become political and collective. 

-That is why the NIMBY explanation is not satisfying. Territorial fights are often reduced to « Not

in My Backyard » fights. It means that the people accept to use oil and gas, but don't want the

consequences of the extraction for themselves. If the people often say they come here for the quality

of life, to see the defense of the territory as egoistic is simplistic. Right from the start, the slogan

was : neither here, nor there, and federations all over the world and solidarity was established. The

argument is : if this project isn't good for my backyard, it isn't good for anyone else's. Every social

fights began with small group claims to improve their situation (for the rights in the work place,
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holidays, reduction of working time, etc) and they are now accepted as normal. The question is :

could this territory fight impulse a transformation of society at a broader level ? Then mobilisation

is not only a conservative one (against the change of the territory, and without changing the way of

life leading to exploit these natural ressources) but can impulse a collective dynamic for change

through awareness and action. 

3 ) Could the attachment impulse an alternative project of energetical transition ? 

These are questions that I would like to raise, even though I could not answer now. 

- Could this attachment to a territory used as a political dynamic to transform the territory and the

way of life ? From the beginning of the fight the question of energetic and ecological transition was

raised. They try to give another meaning than the NIMBY to the movement, and add a « yes to the

transition » to  the program. They tried to use the energy of the mobilization to  make concrete

projects. They build project to imagine energetic transition so that they get less dependant of oil and

gas ressources. These question need the appropriation of the local population. The engagement of

the  population  is  needed,  and it  goes  beyond the  current  participative  democracy.  There  is  an

awareness of the need to redefine the way common ressources are used (water). But it is easier to

federate against a project than to federate for positive projects. Moreover, divisions reappear when

the  question comes to  the  alternatives.  (for  example,  some people think that  green energy and

sobriety are the answer, and other think that nuclear energy is the answer). The attachment can raise

awareness but it is hard to tell if it  will help the concrete change ; (it joins the problem of the

« care »)

- Secondly, there is the question of the distinction between rural and urban region. Our pannel is

about urban changes. In an urbanized world, the distinction between the town and the countryside is

no longer valid, because ways of life tend to be the same (internet is everywere, a lot of people live

their but they take their car everyday to go to work in densified areas, the touristic economy is

dependant on the town-dwellers...). Even though the way of life in Ardèche is still different, it is

related to the urban world. But the fact is that the mobilization happened in this region, and it was

not so strong in city centers (for example in Lyon), even though the consequences of the shale gas

drilling (pollution, climate change, etc) could impact the town (the water). Does it mean that urban

dwellers are less attached to their territory ? What is the consequence in terms of energetic and

ecological question ? Is this kind of attachment specific to a rural territory, with a direct contact

with nature, water sources, etc ? 
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